Tooth-PDL-bone complex: response to compressive loads encountered during mastication - a review.
The components of the tooth-periodontal ligament (PDL)-alveolar bone complex act in a synergistic manner to dissipate the loads incurred during mastication. The complex incorporates a diverse array of structural features for this purpose. These include the non-mineralized and hence soft PDL that absorbs much of the initial loads. The internal structure of the tooth also includes soft interphases that essentially surround the dentine core. These interphases, although stiffer than the PDL, still are more compliant than the dentine core, and are thus key components that allow the tooth itself to deform and hence help dissipate the compressive loads. There is also direct evidence that even under moderate compressive loads, when the tooth moves in the alveolar bone socket, this movement is guided by specific locations where the tooth comes into contact with the bone surface. The combination of all these responses to load is that each tooth type appears to move and deform in a specific manner when loaded. Much, however, still remains to be learned about these three-dimensional responses to load and the factors that control them. Such an understanding will have major implications for dentistry, that include a better understanding of phenomena such as abfraction, the manner in which tooth implants function even in the absence of a PDL-like tissue and the implications to bone remodelling of the movements imposed during orthodontic interventions.